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UM presidency interviews begin in May
Four out-of-state candidates for the
presidency of the University of Mon
tana will visit the campus in May.
The four candidates are Robert M.
Berdahl, University of Oregon; Ed
ward B. Jakubauskas, State University
College of New York at Geneseo;
James V. Koch. Ball State University;
and John E La Tourette. Northern Il
linois University.
The four, however, are not neces
sarily going to be the only candidates
interviewed for the job. Lynda Brown,
chair of the presidential search com
mittee. said in a press release.
Brown said that committee mem
bers are still doing research on some

applicants, but added that the pro
cess has already been completed for
the four candidates coming to UM.
"We are doing this in the interests
of moving the selection process along
as quickly as possible," Brown said.
The search committee was ap
pointed by the Montana Board of Re
gents after former UM President Neil
Bucklew announced in January that
he would resign to become president
of West Virginia University.
The candidates will be on campus
for three days for a selection process
which will be "identical" to the one
that brought Bucklew to UM in 1981,
Brown said in a telephone interview

Thursday.
Berdahl will visit Missoula on May
1. He is the dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at the University of
Oregon, and has taught a wide range
of European and German history
courses.
Berdahl joined the faculty at UO in
1965 after earning his doctorate at
the University of Minnesota. He also
holds a bachelor's degree from Augustana College and a master's de
gree from the University of Illinois.
Jakubauskas is the current presi
dent at State University of New York
College of Arts and Science at Ge
neseo and will visit UM May 6.

Before assuming his present posi
tion in 1979, Jakubauskas was vice
president for academic affairs at the
University of Wyoming and before
that the dean of Wyoming’s College
of Commerce and Industry.
He holds a doctorate in economics
from the University of Wisconsin, and
bachelor's and master's degrees, also
in economics, from the University of
Connecticut.
Koch, who will be in Missoula be
ginning May 28, is currently provost
and vice president for academic af
fairs at Ball State.
Koch is also an economist, earning
See

‘Candidates,’

page 12.

Brower urges people
to tithe to the earth
rector of the Sierra Club for
17 years.
The greatest thing people
To help goad listeners into
can do is lithe to the earth, making a commitment to the
according to environmentalist environment, Brower quoted
David Brower.
Abraham Lincoln: "To sin by
Speaking to about 200 peo silence when they should pro
ple In the University Center test makes cowards of men.”
Ballroom last night, Brower
"We've got to speak up
said people have to make a
when we see something going
firm commitment if the
wrong," Brower said. "The
present tendency of overdeve
sea of apathy around us can
loping the environment Is to
drown us. Whatever you can
be reversed. "Providence
do or dream you can do,
moves after commitment," he
begin It. There's not a person
said.
In this audience that cannot
Brower was in Missoula as
make a difference. There's
the keynote speaker of the
magic in each of us, in each
Small World Festival, an event
of you. Let it out."
designed to promote environ
Man’s time on earth has
mental awareness. Widely
considered the dominant force been short, but his impact
in the environmental move has been large, Brower said.
ment, Brower. 73, has been Yet, "the current administra
working to protect wilderness tion thinks the thing to do is
for four decades. He Is the go faster," he said. "I think
founder of Friends ol the that's a form of Insanity. We
Earth and was executive di are hastening to make our
By Tim Huneck
KtMVWn Editor

selves more like the moon
than the earth.
To prove his point, Brower
asked people to evaluate the
condition of the environment
at the time of their first mem
ory, today and halfway in be
tween. Then, he asked people
to project their findings and
evaluate how the earth will
look in the year 2000 and
2036.
Brower said the earth was
in pretty good shape at the
time of his first memory,
1918. The air and water were
clean and the population was
pretty low, he said.
At the halfway point the en
vironment was becoming pol
luted and there was less wil
derness, he said.
Today the land is in bad
shape, he added. “The air is
becoming more visible," he
said. "You can’t drink the
water hardly anywhere.”
See 'Brower,' page 12,

Staff photo by Bryan Sieubt

THE ARCHDRUID, David Brower, said yesterday wanton
destruction of wilderness is like stealing from children

New director seeks funding for financially defunct SAC
By Melody Perkins
K«MWn

The newly appointed Stu
dent Action Center director
said Thursday that her first
order of business is to find
money for her financially de
funct organization.
Dana "Dane” McCrossin
said she feels confident in
ASUM President Paul Tuss'
"commitment to continuing"
and funding the center.
McCrossin, 8 graduate stu
dent in creative writing, was

appointed by Central Board
on Wednesday even though
the ASUM budget does not
Include funds for the center.
SAC will run out of money in
June when the 1985-86 fiscal
year ends.
McCrossin said she hopes
to have a $10,000 budget
from ASUM before June. She
will meet with Tuss next week
to discuss the budget and
other issues.
"I'm not sure that money
should be taken away from

DANA McCROSSIN

another group to fund us,"
she said. "There are excess
funds available."
She said she did not think
that money should be taken
away from the yearbook to
fund the center, but added
that she questioned "the ne
cessity of a yearbook on this
campus."
McCrossin, 26, is from Ann
Arbor, Mich., but has lived in
Missoula since September
1985. She is the managing
editor of Cutbank Magazine

and substitute teaches in Mis
soula high schools.
She said the center pro
vides a way for students "to
get involved socially and
politically" In national, state,
local and campus issues.
"Students can have an impact
on anything they choose," she
said.
She said she wants to
broaden the center's image
and Increase Its "volunteer
pool" for center projects and
See ‘SAC,’ page 12.

Opinion
Halley’s comet turned terrorist?
Sociologists, psychologists and
other behavior modifiers are spending
time these days trying to figure out
what makes the world's two resident
loonies — Ronald Reagan and
Moammar Khadafy — act the way
they do. Why are these two grown
men acting like eight-year-olds, draw
ing lines in the dirt and daring each
other?

Editorial
But the answer is beyond the
bounds of science and even sociol
ogy. The answer lies with the comet.
Throughout history Halley's Comet
has brought about some pretty bi
zarre stuff, most of it bad. Pushing
two men already teetering on the
edge into the land of the white coats
is not all that big a deal for the
comet.
The list of the comet's evil is long.
In 2616 B.C., for example, the
Comet brought about the death of

Methuselah. In 2349 B.C., it caused
the Biblical Flood.
Now anything that would not only
kill a 969-year-old man, but wipe out
every living thing on earth except for
one guy and a few animals wouldn't
think twice about making a couple of
leaders go wacko. In fact, that's small
time to the comet. It kind of makes
you wonder if the ol' ice ball isn't los
ing its stuff.
People throughout history haven't
wondered about the comet's stuff,
however. Among other things the
comet has been blamed for:
•The destruction of Sodom and
Gamorrah.
•The death of apostles Peter and
Paul.
•The beginning of the end of the
Roman Empire.
•The death of King Arthur.
•William the Conqueror's conquest
of England.
•Cortez's friendly visit to the Az
tecs.
•Assorted wars and various con
quests.

•A new brand of cleanser (sorry,
just threw that in).
•Mohammed
This last one brings up an interest
ing coincidence. If the comet is re
sponsible for Mohammed, it must
also be responsible for Islam. And, if
it's reponsible for Islam, it follows
that it's responsible for Khadafy. And,
if it’s behind Khadafy, the comet
must be a terrorist.
There you are. The comet isn't get
ting any nicer, just more sneaky,
which could explain why terrorists are
using their pregnant girlfriends as
weapons these days.
But maybe it's not the comet at all
that's causing our leaders to lose all
cranial functions, but rather the lack
of the comet. Let's face it. Halley's
Comet 1986 was the biggest flop
since the Washington-Grizzly stadium
and the team that will inherit it.
Just think about how much money
was spent on telescopes, comet-view
ing trips and comet trinkets. All to
watch some piece of fuz float across
the sky. It kind of leaves you de

pressed.
Now suppose you're the leader of a
nation full of depressed people. You
might get to taking responsibility on
yourself, thinking it was your fault. It's
enough to mess with your psyche.
You might even try to make up for
it by sending some comets of your
own through the sky. It doesn't mat
ter who they hit or if they kill anyone.
It doesn't even matter how old the
people who get killed are or that
your comets will only encourage the
other wacko to fire more comets
back. You'd be doing it in the name
of science and the defense depart
ment, to relieve the rampant depres
sion your countrymen are suffering
after missing out on the real comet.
You think it's the other guy who is
crazy and you think you might even
get him to cry uncle.
You might, that is, if you're a colo
nel with oars that don't reach the
water, or a president who is a few
marbles short.

Tim Huneck

Point of Order

Proposed cuts limit women
I am a feminist. No, folks, I haven’t
burned my bra. Nor do I carry around
a banner proclaiming my hatred of the
male species. That's not what feminism
means to me. However, I do have con
cerns for my sister gender. As a femi
nist I am dedicated to equality for all
humans.
I realize, as I'm sure most of us do,
that, in order to survive today's econ
omy, a two-parent family must also be
a two-paycheck family. The woman
partner's income can no longer be
considered ‘extra income*. It is very
often vital to the survival of the family
unit.
A single mother needs to hold a job
with a head-of-household wage in
order to maintain her family's lifestyle.
Many women, single or married, have
chosen professions in the service sec
tor of the job market. They go to
school to study for their chosen pro
fession. A decision by a student, male
or female, single or married, concern
ing career choice and major area of
study is not a decision made lightly.
The University of Montana offers
major courses of study in several cur
riculums unique to Montana. When I
hear the administration talking about
cutting those programs from the cur
riculum because "the university can do
without them,” I wonder why the most
"expendable" programs are those that
provide careers in the service sector
— the sector filled mainly with women.
According to the registrar's office, 93
percent of the Fall 1985 enrollment in
the communications sciences and dis
orders (CSO) program were women.
Seventy-seven percent of social work
majors are women. Women declaring

majors in physical therapy (PT) make
up 64.8 percent of the enrollment in
that program.
This is not to discount the men in
these departments, but to highlight the
fact that women predominantly choose
service-oriented careers. Why are
these positions the first to be consid
ered for cuts when budgets need cut
ting?
The administration's reasoning that
the students currently enrolled in the
programs to be cut (in the event the
contingency plan goes Into effect) will
drift into other programs on campus
shows an incredible lack of sensitivity
and intellegince on the part of the ad
ministration.
I came to the university for one rea
son: to study journalism. My school is
not threatened by the contingency
plan, but if it were cut, I would not
change my major. I would have to
either drop out of school or go out of
state to complete my education. A ca
reer in journalism has been the focus
of my life for more than 20 years and
a change of direction is out of the
question.
I’m sure the students enrolled in
CSD, PT, social' work and music feel
the same. Why should they change the
focus of their career objectives just
because the administration has deem
ed their programs unnecessary, not fit
ting the “role and scope” of the uni
versity or too costly (by some esti
mates) to continue?
These students, if faced with no pro
grams in their majors will either drop
out of school or go out of state to
continue their education. If they
choose (and can afford) to go out of

Janie
Sullivan
state, the chances of them returning to
Montana to fill positions in their select
ed service-oriented careers is pretty
slim.
Who will work in Montana's social
work, physical therapy, audiology or
speech therapy jobs if the state uni
versity system refuses to educate and
train interested people? Where will we
take our family members who are in
need of these services if the services
are not there? Out of state?
The loss of these programs by the
university will not only mean the loss
of nearly $800,000 in tuition and fees
per year, but will mean the loss of es
sential services, jobs and dollars to
the entire state of Montana.
As a feminist I am concerned about
the trend of administrators and legisla
tors to overlook the importance of ser
vice-oriented educational programs.
Women tend to fill these programs
faster than men and, putting aside
gender, the facts show service-oriented
careers are an essential. The loss to
the state ot Montana would reflect
more than an economic loss.

Janie Sullivan is a junior in
journalism.

bv
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Central Board voted two
nights ago on a motion to
take the ASUM budget apart
and reassemble it.
The Kaimin reported that
the motion failed, 12-7. It
didn't. It passed, 12-7.
Central Board created a
budget last quarter. In the
language of parliamentary
procedure, that budget was
"Something
Previously
Adopted.**
The motion before the
board was therefore a “Mo
tion to Amend Something
Previously Adopted."
The ASUM constitution says
nothing about rebudgeting.
The ASUM bylaws talk about
budgeting, but are silent on
rebudgeting. Robert's Rules of
Order, however, does discuss
Motions to Amend Something
Previously Adopted:
"Except when applied to a
constitution, bylaws, or special
rules of order," they require:
“(a) a two-thirds vote, or
"(b) a majority vote when
notice of intent to make the
motion, stating the complete
substance of the proposed
change, has been given at the
previous meeting or in the
call of the present meeting, or
“(c) a vote of a majority of
the entire membership.’’
Which applies? “Whichever
is most practical to obtain.”
Central Board is composed
of three executive officers and
20 delegates, for a total of 23
delightful members.
Twelve is a moral majority
of 23 and section (c) applies.
Two-thirds is too much. Time
to rebudget.

Law professor urges more talk on ethics
By Kevin McRae
Kainan Maponar

Instruction of ethical proce
dures has expanded at U.S
law schools In the past dec
ade. but the legal profession
still needs more discussion of
ethics, a Stanford Law School
professor said Thursday night.
Deborah Rhode told about
75 people in Ihe University of
Montana Law School Library
that the Watergate scandal of
the mid-1970s was a major
catalyst in the expansion of
ethics instruction.
Reaction to unethical proce
dures committed by lawyers
in the Nixon administration is

IZWeekend

largely responsible for the ex
pansion, she said.
But Rhode said lawyers
today must still "create more
channels in which significant
ethical dialogue can occur."
The democratic system and
the adversarial legal system
are imperfect, she said, but
lawyers should be given a
chance to respond to those
imperfections.
Such responses can come
from various moral stances,
she said.
The rights of lawyers to im
pose moral judgment upon
their clients is one question of
ethics, Rhode said, and so is

The A turn Society w»W meet Moodsy it 7.
30 pm m Room 114 of the University CenUN
The inter-varsity Christian Fellowship
Meehng w»tl be held tontQhi at 030 in 205

Mam H»U
International Wildlife Film Festival

Popular Oemand Showings will feature Mes

tongori of the Gods * and Return of the Sea
Otter

tonight at 7 p m at the Science Com

plex

Room

131

A |t

donation will be

asked

Lecture
O»

Moewiyeh Ibrahim, Director of the Insti

tute of Archaeology end Anthropology at Yar-

mou> University «n Irbid. Jordan, will give a
lecture entitled 'Recent Archaeological Ois-

cpveriws in Jordan. The lecture will be Mon*
day April 28 in the Botany ©wilding, Room

307.

Field Trip
Five Valleys Audubon Society will lake a tieW
trip to Brown's take on Saturday. April 26

to reflect on values" that deal
with legal procedure, she
added.
Rhode said ethical issues
cannot be truly resolved be
cause of an “absence of
divine truth."

However, the legal system
will not benefit if the lawyer’s
role becomes detached from
moral conviction, she said.

Rhode's lecture was the
eighth in the annual Blankenbaker Lecture at UM.
The Blankenbaker Founda
Lawyers can't be sure of
what is fraudulent or mislead tion gives an annual endow
ment to the UM School of
ing, she said.
Law supporting “programs in
"I think it's the experience professional responsibility."
of every first-year law student
The endowment was estab
that if you play the devil's ad
vocate long enough, you lished in 1975 by the late
come to find that the devil Joseph N. Blankenbaker, a
has a fairly convincing case," Montana banker. The lecture
series began in 1978.
she said.

Budget cuts report praised, criticized

Meeting

AA meet* MoMly *Fnd>y horn 12 10 1 in
tB
of the Ark

that of the lawyers' responsi
bility to use such judgment in
their cases.
By constantly examining
ethical procedures within the
system, she said, necessary
reforms in the law structures
are more likely to occur.
She said ethics courses in
law schools and discussion of
ethics at law firms are valu
able in the examination pro
cess.
Such courses allow law stu
dents to become familiar with
difficult issues that may face
them in their careers, Rhode
said. Discussion at law firms
gives lawyers an "opportunity

By Eric Troyer
Kaimin Re por I Of

The University of Montana
faculty committee's budget
cutback recommendations re
port was both criticized and
praised at Thursday's Faculty
Senate meeting.
The senate voted unani
mously to support the part of
the report that established the
theme for the suggested cuts.
Paragraph two of the report
prepared by a joint committee
of the Executive Committee of
the Faculty Senate and the
University Teachers Union was
accepted, with one deletion,
by the senate. It states that

the budget cuts “should come
first and most heavily to those
activities peripheral to the
University's primary purposes
of instruction, research (and
related) services."
Mary Ellen Campbell, assis
tant professor of manage
ment, criticized the report for
not having any direction.
"Did you have anything in
mind rather than just grab
bing money?” she asked.
Tom Roy, senate president,
and other committee mem
bers admitted the report has
mistakes, but argued that the
committee had only about 10
days to respond to the ad

ministration's contingency
plan.
Throughout the meeting fac
ulty members praised the
committee for producing such
a thorough document, despite
its flaws, in such a short
amount of time.
Fred McGlynn, assistant
professor of philosophy and
committee member, said that
one of the aims of the recom
mendation is to avoid making
cuts by not filling staff and
faculty vacancies, which he
described as a “mindless"
way to make cuts.
Maureen Curnow, associate
professor of foreign lan

guages, said that while the re

port is a good start, more
and better recommendations
need to be presented to the
administration.
However, Roy said after the
meeting, that the joint com
mittee is done with its recom
mendations and it is now up
to the University Planning
Council to present a list of
cuts to UM acting President
Donald Habbe.
Roy added that those cuts
should be released to the uni
versity community to be com
mented on before Habbe
makes his final decision.

Meet At the UM Fieldhouse parking tot at 8

a m with a lunch

Second Wind Reading Series
Second Wind Reading Senes will present
readings of fiction and poetry each Sunday
at 7 p m m Forestry 305. This week’s read

ers are Bryan Di Salvatore and Craig Holden
For more information. call Nancy Hunter,
549*6974

Friday
Friday

Missoula Museum of the Arts

A film erMrtled Dk& BruCke' concerning the
German f ■preas*on*st art movement at the

opening of the 20th centur y will be shown at
2 p m on Saturday at the Missoula Museum

Western Montana Medical Society Women s
Au»4iary wfM present Missou*a s largest Ga
rage Sale Oh Saturday. April 26 from 8 30
am to 4 p m The event wM be htrtd at the

With coupon get our

$3M PIZZA
Friday & Saturday
5 — 10 p.m.

FREE DELIVERY TO U AREA
Free Cookies

728-9267

HAPPY JACK’S
Trevor Delaney

P IZ Z A

Mom* Ads Building at the Fairgrounds

D O M I N O 'S

Largest Garage Sale

hat a frat pun

w »• ling 101 you
Hr r*«n> »>/ tkt I sitrtMlY

EDITOR AND
BUSINESS MANAGER
1986-87 School Year.

16" regular crust

Pick Up Applications in
Journalism 206.

pepperoni pizza,

plus 2 colas for $9.00

Deadline is Friday, May 10

HOURS:

11 a.m. • 1 a.m. Sunday ■ Thursday
11 a.m. * 2 a.m. Friday & Saturday

Domino’s Pizza Delivers

Matt Hansen
Wilderness Endowment

111 South Avenue

Free

721-7610

Only

It 's your Day!
LITTLE BIG MEN

is Accepf/hg Applications for

for the

Good
Friday
Only...

of the Arts

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

s9.00

Owara carry unda> MOM
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01981 OerwWa Pitta. Inc.

Get our 16" regular crust

Dan ce and Chili Feed
Saturday, April 26

pepperoni pizza plus

Firehouse Hall

2 colas.

7:00 pm for Chili

One coupon per pizza.

9:00 pm for Dance

Good Friday Only

Domtne'a Msa DeAvere
111 South Avenue

Phone: 721-7610

300

Montana

Ave.

East Missoula

Music by THE SKANKSTERS
$2.00 cover charge

Part of the Small World Festival
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Track and field teams back in action
Leach’s squad
hits two meets

Altitude change
aids UM women

By Ken Pekoe

By Ken Pekoe

Kaimin Sports Editor

Kaimin Sports Editor

There’s a good chance the theme song from
Smokey and the Bandit will be drifting through
Bill Leach’s mind this weekend.

A three-week layoff will come to an end
today for the University of Montana women’s
track and field team.

With a “long way to go and a short time to
get there,” Leach, the University of Montana
men's head track and field coach, will travel
from Pullman, Wash., tomorrow to Walnut,
Calif., Sunday and coach UM at two different
meets.

The team, which has not competed since
April 5. will be in Seattle today and tomorrow
for the University of Washington Invitational.

Head Coach Dick Koontz said Thursday be
fore his team left that he is not sure how
many teams will compete in the meet, but said
several are expected.

Leach’s journey will differ slightly from the
one Burt Reynolds took however; Leach will
fly.

"It has been a large meet in the past," he
said, adding that the meet one of the more
prestigious in the northwest.

Three UM athletes will be at the Mount San
Antonio Community College invitational (Mount
SAC) in Walnut Sunday while the rest of the
team will take part in the Washington State
University invitational in Pullman tomorrow.

Koontz said he expects his team to fare well
against whatever competition shows up, espe
cially with the altitude change being in UM’s
favor.

Following the WSU meet, Leach will board a
plane in Spokane, fly into Los Angeles and
prepare for the Mount SAC meet.
The entire team, including the three Califor
nia-bound athletes, will leave this afternoon.

“We’ll be at sea level," he said, adding that
runners should be able to cut seconds off
their times and distance could be added to
those in the jumping and throwing events.

Leach called the Mt. SAC invitational a
“world class meet” Thursday and said it will
be televised by satellite at 8 p.m. Sunday on
Satcom-1 and Satcom-4.
He also said several 1984 U.S. Olympians
will be competing.

And which events does Koontz expect his
team to excel in at the meet? You guessed it.
"Our sprinters and hurdlers have done well
there in the past," he said, adding that they
should do well again.

Craig Schlichting, Frank Horn and Ken Ve
lasquez are the three UM members who will
be at the Mount SAC meet.
Schlichting will run the 800 meters, Horn the
1,500 and Velasquez the 5,000.

Paula Good, Sara Robltaille, Kris Schmitt
and Jennifer Harlan are the speedsters Koontz
mentioned as top prospects for placing in the
sprints and hurdles.

Horn leads all Big Sky Conference runners
in the 1,500 with a time of 3:48.89.
Leach said he is confident each of the three
can place in California.

Good has the Mountain West Conference’s
top time in the 100 meters (12.02 sec.) and is
fourth in the 200.

With top performers Schlichting, Velasquez
and Horn in California, and standout jumper
Mike Ehlers out of action with a pulled left
hamstring, the remaining Grizzlies will have a
hard time scoring points in Pullman.

Robitaille ranks second in the 100 hurdles
(14.5) and third in the 200, Harlan, second in
the 400 hurdles (1: 01.34) fifth in the 100 hur
dles and Schmitt, fourth in the 100 and 400
hurdles (14.54).

"It certainly will not be an accurate reflection
of our total team,” Leach said.
But, the Grizzlies can't be written out of con
tention.

Along with these individual efforts, the UM
400 and 1.600 relay teams have the second
fastest MWAC times.

In the 800, Koontz mentioned Michelle Bar
rier as a possible high placer.

Everett Barham leads the Big Sky Confer
ence in the 400 hurdles (52.38 sec.) and is
ninth in the 400 (48.94). Teammate Ted Ray is
tenth among Big Sky athletes In the 400 at
49.13.

He said Barrier has been competing in the
400 during the season to build up stamina for
the 800. "We feel that's her best event,"
Koontz said.

Both athletes also run on the conference
leading 1,600 relay team.
Pole vaulter Tom Himes, who has cleared 16
feet, is tied for first in the conference in that
event.
The loss of Ehlers will cost the Grizzlies
points in three events at Pullman; the high
jump, triple jump and decathlon.
Boise State, Idaho and Montana State will
join the Grizzlies and host Cougars in the
meet.

Leach said he is expecting "big things” from
his team between now and the middle of May.
Earlier in the season he was concerned with
conditioning the athletes, now he is looking for
runners' times to decrease and distances to
increase for those in field events.

Other UM athletes ranked in the MWAC are:
Beth Coomes. seventh, 400 hurdles; Barrier,
seventh, 400; Darcy Jensen, eighth, 400; Amy
Doyle, seventh, 800; Dee Hathhorn, seventh,
5,000; Sherri Angstman, sixth, triple jump;
Jean McNulty, eighth, high jump; Holly Malo
ney, ninth high jump; Shawna Hanley, second
javelin; Lee Dybdal, fifth javelin and Deb Lesl
ie, seventh, discus.
Photo by Oelrdre Hathhorn.

UM’S AMY DOYLE and her teammates will be In Se
attle today for the University of Washington Invita
tional. Here, Doyle, who runs the 800 in competition,
prepares for the meet by running a series of 150meter sprints.

Koontz said he isn't sure how his team will
react to the long layoff from competition.

He said the break has given the team a
chance to have "more intense" practices, but
that he doesn’t know if athletes will go into
competition with a timid or aggressive attitude.

Krysko awaits the NBA
By John Bates

paycheck will be.
In
Dallas,
Krystkowiak
scored 12 points and grabbed
6 rebounds; in Honolulu 16
points, 7 rebounds; and in In
dianapolis 12 points, 6 re
bounds.
Krystkowiak may participate
in one more attention-grabber
before the draft — the NBA
pre-draft camp in Chicago
next month.
He has not decided whether
he is going to participate in
the camp, but agents are ad
vising him not to.
They say he has played well
enough this spring to ensure
a first-round draft spot.
The entire spring has been
a unique experience for Kryst
kowiak.
Aside from the nationwide
travel, his phone has been
ringing daily with calls from
agents, money managers and
scouts.
“It's getting to the point
where I'm getting very ner
vous,” he said. "I’m trying to
keep it all in perspective, get
away from it all, and spend
some time by myself.”

rolet Aloha Classic in Honolu
lu April 9-12; and the Kiwanis
All-Star Game in Indianapolis
April 19.

Kjwmn Anportw
Playing in the National Bas
ketball Association has been
a dream Larry Krystkowiak
With ail the time spent pre
has had since his playground paring for and playing in
days in Shelby, Mont.
these games, one would think
His dream is now coming the Academic All-American
would top UM’s classroom
true.
Several agents have said absentee list.
But, anticipating the time he
the University ol Montana’s al
l-time leading scorer and re would need to travel and stay
bounder will most likely be in condition, Krystkowiak en
selected in the first-round of rolled in independent study
the NBA draft, which will be courses this quarter and is
held June 17 in New York now working on catching up
with those courses.
City.
So, in preparation for his
NBA future, Krystkowiak is
keeping busy.

“The most important thing
for me right now is to stay in
shape,” said the 6-foot-9, 240
pounder. "I've been running,
lifting weights and playing ball
as much as I can."
His dedication to weightlif
ting is paying off this spring,
as it did last summer when
he was preparing for his final
season as a Grizzly.
Krystkowiak has bench
pressed 325 pounds this
spring and says he hopes to
increase that weight as the
draft date nears.
Since playing his final game
against Texas Christian March
11, Krystkowiak has been a
part of the jet-set.

Playing In all-star tourna
ments in Texas, Hawaii and
Indiana, he has toured the
Jnited States and gained bas
ketball exposure.
His travels included stops at
the East-West All-Star Game
in Dallas March 30; the Chev

The three tournaments were
organized with one objective
— to give pro scouts a look
at NBA prospects.
Or, as Krystkowiak put it,
“They evaluate you, put you
in position for the draft, and
see how you stack up against
other players.”
How players perform in
tournament games affects
how early in the draft they
are selected.
Usually, the higher a player
is drafted, the larger his

VILLAGE HAIR DESIGNS
IN THE EDGEWATER RED LION MOTOR INN
WHERE MEN & WOMEN
CAN ENJOY A NEW LOOK
• PRECISION CUTTING
• MANICURING
• TREND-SETTING STYLES
• ACRYLIC NAILS

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
MICKEY
ft SHERRON

*<728-2731

100 MAMSON • WttMn Walking Distance of The University Campus

THIS IS IT GIRLS, GO GET ‘EM

Baseball Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Thursday's scores
Chicago 7, Montreal 5
Philadelphia 4. Pittsburgh 2
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Thursday's scores
New York 2. Cleveland 1

Seattle 3, Oakland I

Los Angeles 4. Atlanta 3
New York 5, St. Louis 4
Cincinnati 3. Houston 0

(fat

Round Trip From Missoula

1800 RUSSELL

‘Billings
$ 58 Denver
$118
Salt Lake
$138 Dallas
$118
.$118 Phoenix
$118
Tuscon
$158
Orange Co... $158 San Diego
$ 98
Los Angeles $158 Albuquerque
$118
$118 Wichita
El Paso
$138
Kansas City .$118 Minneapolis
Colo. Springs $118 St. Louis
$138
Las Vegas
$118 Reno
$158
$158 Oklahoma City $118
Oakland
Chicago
$138 Tulsa
$118
’3 Day Advance Purchase
• Farts Expire June 5th
•14 Day Advance Purchase
• No Cancellation Penalties
• All Fares Subject to Change
• Subject to Availability Only

Montana Bank Bldg.

721-7844
Office Hours
Mon.-Fri.

8 am-5 pm

TOPP
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Call Today For Your

Reservations

Spring Specials
_________

at the

__________

HellgatE
<pz«W____
ROOM

Sadie Hawkins
Dance,
1986

Monday April 28 - Friday May 2
TABLESIDE COOKERY

AT ITS BEST!

April 25 9:00 p.m. -1:30 a.m.
Governor’s Lounge
Upstairs from the Boardroom Lounge, Downtown

CAESAR SALAD
$2.50
(Prepared and

BANANAS FOSTER
FLAMBE
&

$2.00

Music by THE MAXX, cash bar, $1.00

tossed by

drinks. Buses available from the Corner

Hellgate Room

sugar, Grand

Chefs.)

Marnier and orange

of \rllmr and I niversity from 9:00 p.m.

lo 1:30 a.m.

(Bananas, brown

ring ouer vanilla ice

cream.)

Tickets available ail week long at the UC and the Lodge
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3AN WOODS, graduate in music, runs sound effects
lor the play from a catwalk 30 feet above the stage.

ywi he lights are low in the University of Montana

I

*

Masquer Theater. The audience is restless in
the moments before movement and light bring

life to the stage.

The spectators await the polished production of
"Endgame," a Samuel Beckett play, which shows for
the last time tonight.
During the two-hour performance they will see four
actors fill the theater with their words, expressions
and actions.
They won't see the months, days and hours of work
which no fewer than 30 people poured into this pro
duction.

Take for example set designer John Konopka, a
junior in drama with a technical design emphasis. For
him work on “Endgame" began during Fall Quarter
1985 when his rendering of the stage setting won a
scene design class competition.
His original surrealistic, highly technological design
bears little resemblance to the final set, a dirty
squalid warehouse in a decaying world.
The final design, which is realistic, primitive and
survivalist, expresses the "sense of futility and ridicu
lousness about life’s conditions" in Beckett’s play, the
director, Randy Bolton, said.
This design evolved during three months of meet
ings with the Bolton and the costume designer, Lori
Evans, Konopka said.
Three long months.
j Konopka said that during spring break he discov
ered he was receiving only $75 to build his set, which
was less money than he had expected.
I Usually when students build scenery, they learn the
basics of carpentry and scene design, Konopka said,
however, “with this show we didn’t have money for
lumber."

Instead of building a new set. Konopka and the
production crew pieced together parts from the sets
Of other plays. The walls of the warehouse, for In
stance, are from "Crimes of the Heart,” which showed
a year ago, he said.

CLOV (Harry Tate, ladder) and Hamm
(Fred McGlynn) contemplate reality.

THE ACTORS position themselves on the "realistic, primitive
and survivalist” set just before the audience arrives.

Lori and I have never clashed," Konopka said.
All the colors he used in designing the set Evans
also used in designing the costumes.
“The costumes help the audience relate to the
character," Evans said. Putting the actors in pajamas
conveys to the audience a scene of domestic home
life, she said.
She began working on the costumes during spring
break. Since the budget had been cut, "second hand
stores came in very handy," she said.

Evans said she has had to work hard at making the
costumes appear ragged and dirty. The set is “really
distressing and the lighting is very dark," she said.
She has dyed, stained, spray painted and burned
the costumes to make the filth and poverty obvious
to the audience under the dim lighting.
The last month has been “18 hours a day of
classes, building and running the show," she said.
She said, however, "It's a wonderful feeling to start
out with nothing and end up with something."
A core production team of three students, aided by
about 15 others from the scene and costume shops
in the drama department, did all the manual labor
that goes into producing the complete set.
Helene Moore, a sophomore in drama and a mem
ber of the core crew, said, "The production crew
does everything associated with the show except for
acting and designing." They hang the lights, build the
sets and change the set after each showing to clear
the stage for the next play, she said.
The production crew started working on April 1,
she said, and usually spent seven hours per weekday
in the shop, as well as working on weekends.
Moore said she has learned how to operate power
tools and is developing arm muscles from lifting and
carrying heavy objects.

She said she’s gotten practical experience in techni
cal theater work and, as an aspiring actress, learned
to appreciate the technical workers.
“You realize how many people are working their
butts off supporting what you’re doing on the stage,"
Donations from Intermountain Lumber and Building she said.
Supply and the UC Bookstore were also used to
The play's four actors have not been idle either.
make the set, he said.
They have been rehearsing three to four hours a day
The scene sets the mood for the play and helps the for the last six weeks.
audience understand It, Konopka said. For instance,
In an interview, Kira Knight, a senior in drama, who
in the warehouse the broken televisions, showing plays Nell, said that the rehearsals for "Endgame"
jumbled pictures and snow, symbolize the breakdown have been different than those for most plays.
In communications between the characters in the
Early rehearsals did not focus on the actors' learn
play, he said,
ing their stage positions as in most plays, because
Costume designer Evans, a senior in home eco only Harry Tate, who plays Clov, moves about the
nomics, worked closely with Konopka so that the ac- stage freely, Knight said.
,Ofs costumes would compliment the set.
Nell and Nagg (Philleo Severt) are cripples with
"For some reason — we think it may be karma —t stubs for legs and are confined to packing crates,

while Hamm (Fred McGlynn) is blind and stays in a
wheelchair throughout the play:
Knight said Bolton concentrated on perfecting the
sounds, the tones of the actors’ voices and the
spaces and pauses in their dialogues. “The whole
play turned out to be almost like a musical score,"
she said.
The unusual immobility of the staging has caused
the actors considerable discomfort, she said. Sitting
in the cramped crate for two to four hours at a time
is “certainly not comfortable," she said. “My whole
body falls asleep."
Because the show is being performed on the Mas
quer stage, which has no curtains and an audience
that is seated on three sides, the actors must be on
stage in the set tableau for 30 minutes before the
show starts as the audience files in and is seated,
McGlynn said.
McGlynn spent all his time during rehearsals In an
office chair with wheels rather than the wheelchair
used in the performances. When he is on stage in
the wheelchair before the show begins, his arms go
numb and his neck stiffens, he said.
The waiting and physical discomfort make it difficult
for him to concentrate and to maintain his energy
level for his opening words, he said.
Knight, enclosed in the crate during most of the
show, cannot communicate with the audience until
her crate is opened. “Because you’re not on stage,
you don’t get a feeling for the audience," she said.
"There's a weird kind of tension."
But the discomfort is worth it, she said. "There's
nothing I'd rather do than be in a play."
Rob Buckmaster, a junior in drama and the play's
stage manager, is the link that connects all the de
signers, production crews, lighting and makeup per
sonnel and the actors with the director.
Since mid-February he has been organizing actors'
schedules, setting up meetings between the director
and the various crews and going to rehearsals, he
said.
He said that now at the end of the long road, he
looks upon "the evolution of the whole production
from rehearsal to performance" as the "most excit
ing" part of his job.
Bolton said he views the process of putting on a
show from start to finish as a "collaborative art."
Everyone involved in the production is part of the
team, he said.
So now, the house lights in the Masquer Theater
dim and the stage lights become brighter. The televi
sion sets on Konopka's stage flicker to life. The audi
ence quiets. Actor Harry Tate takes his first hesitant
step and the long hours and late nights all seem
worthwhile.
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Fntertainment
Slow work
Masquer plays put the dark side center stage
By John Kappes
Kaimin Arts Editor

"Beyond the hills,'* specu
lates Hamm, the sly, exhaus
ted antihero of Samuel Beck
ett's "Endgame" (Friday at 8
p.m. in the Masquer Theater),
"perhaps it's still green." Most
likely he's not sincere, and

Review
Staff phofo by Bryan Sttubi

SEVERT PHILLEO gets wire, junk and dirt in his blood as
Nagg in the current Drama/Dance production ot
“Endgame.'' For a related story on how the show was
staged, turn to page 6.

Beckett doesn't intend us to
know for certain. But for
whatever higher purpose or
sinister whim he says it. he
says it. And that sets one to
thinking.
"Endgame” and Marsha

Norman's " 'night. Mother"
(Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Masquer) both survey the
human landscape after hope,
our last drug, has fled.
Despite the great differences
in mood and style between
them, both scripts tally the
evidence for the same ugly
idea: when it's plain that
beyond the hills nothing is
green, nor will be ever again,
freedom comes down to the
freedom to die.
Freedom—or better, simply
what to do—obsesses Beck
ett's characters. Hamm is
through worrying about it, he
says, but can’t do without the

Human Potential
Homecooking away from home

Discussion Series

— Our Own Special Batter —

“Human Potential on the

17 Different Kinds of Pancakes,

Margins of the Self’’

Germans, Sourdoughs, Waffles, Belgian Waffles

(An Asian Perspective)

Lunch, Dinners, Sandwiches.

Guest Speaker: James Buchanan, Ph.D.

Date: Wed., April 30th, 7-9 p.m.

Paul’s Pancake Parlor
and Family Restaurant

Cost: $5.00 per person
Place: 210 N. Higgins, Suite 222
(First Federal Building)

Trempers Shopping Ct.
next to Coast to Coast
V

X

Mon.-Fri. 6:30 a.m.—6:30 p.m.
Sat. 6:30 a.m.—4:00 p.m.

Sun. 7:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.

Preregistration and Information call 549-5242

METAMORPHOSIS!
Changing Problems Into Potentials
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U of M
Cheerleading
&
Dance Team
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SKANKSTERS
Friday Night
Party Jam
With

May 10 and 11

The Shakers

‘Mandatory Informational Meeting

Shot and a Beer
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$1.00

Harry Adams Field House.

(Bar Booze and Draft Beer)
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plications in the Athletic Department Main Office.

w
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formation.

crushing sameness of his in
teraction ("relationship” is too
cozy) with Ciov, who is
trapped in a similar prison of
compassion gone way past
sour.
Fred McGlynn, a professor
in the University of Montana's
Philosophy Department,
sketches Hamm with an
authentic weariness, now and
then turning his phrases with
a corrosive parody of an Irish
brogue to convey Hamm’s
bottomless store of cynicism.
A more practiced actor would
have varied his intonation
along with his pitch, I think,
to catch the changes in emo
tional intensity lurking in the
repetitions and monotony
Beckett wants. Even so, Mc
Glynn does a good job of
taming the mass of pointless
details and casual venom
Hamm is made of.
Harry Tate is even better as
Ciov, measuring his words, in
vesting his stare with a
malevolence hard to imagine
outside John Konopka's postapocalyptic set. a burned-out
heli of wire, junk and dirt.
Severt Philleo somehow
gets that environment in his
blood as Nagg, Hamm's “pro
genitor,” exuding his lines as
though in constant torment.
And Kira Knight, as Neil, his
companion, pushes hard
against it. in an admirable (if
futile) attempt to put memory
outside the gray that seems
to be everywhere.
Director Randy Bolton does
what he can to unsettle the
audience, from putting stage
directions on TV screens to
confining the action to a tiny
portion of the stage, and it
works. Even with Beckett’s
humor, the pace is a bit slow,
which is the point.
“ 'night. Mother" is more
expansive, and so requires a
lot more time to make its
equally bleak outlook take
hold. Thelma Cates (Mary Sue
Daniels), after all, is a woman
of quick wit and common
sense. These are tested and
found wanting, as her daugh
ter Jessie (Julie Marlowe)
calmly—seemingly rationally—
announces that she will put a
bullet in her brain.
See ‘Plays,’ page 9.

$3i0 PIZZA
Friday & Saturday

5—10 p.m.
FREE DELIVERY TO U AREA

Free Cookies
728-9267

HAPPY JACK’S

Seattle poet Bryan
to read at UM Friday

Arts Weekend
• The 19th International Tournee ot Animation, a pro
gram of 20 short films that includes the 1984 Academy
Award-winning Charade, opens Friday at the Crystal The
ater, 515 S Higgins. Screening times are 7:15 and 9 p.m.
nightly. Watch for a review in Tuesday's Kaimin.
• The music honorary Mu Phi will present a mock recital
called "Feast of Fools" Friday at 8 p.m. in the Music Re
cital Hall. Free.

By John Kappes
Kamwi Arts EdilOf

Seattle poet Sharon Bryan,
who judged the Academy of
American Poets contest this
year at the University of Mon
tana, will read in Missoula Fri
day at 8 p.m. in Social Sci
ence 356.
Bryan is the author of two
books from Wesleyan Univer
sity Press, including the forth
coming "Objects of Affection."
Marvin Bell, one of her teach
ers at the University of Iowa,
has said that her "wonderfully
rough and various" writing ex
hibits a "notable depth, grav
ity and range."
Preceding the reading, at 3
p.m. Friday, Bryan will
present the four Academy
winners their prizes. They are
Judith Hiott, an MFA student,
first place; Deborah O’Harra,
a junior in English, also first
place; law student Kelly Jean

A CHARACTER from the
animated short “Charade’.'

Plays
Continued from page 8.

people for the air of self-as
Do not be beguiled by Thel surance she gives Jessie. I
ma's belief that beyond the was. at first. But when the
hills it’s green. Marsha Nor two women begin to talk, she
man has written a surprising reveals another side, a vulner
and persuasive story about a ability and intensity that
woman for whom that is not wouldn't be possible without
true I say "surprising" be the initial breeziness.
Daniels, who is a fine comic
cause, although there can be
no doubt Marsha Norman is actress, doesn’t look a day
pulling for Jessie's survival as over 40 in her makeup. Nor
much as the audience, she does she win her case here.
never lets herself get senti Still, she is no pushover for
Marlowe. The fights, when
mental.
For Jessie, the issue is one they come, are fought with
ol control. Of her death she fire and passion. Daniels de
says, "This is all I have that serves credit for taking Thel
belongs to me. . . . This is ma out of the realm of "char
how I have my say." Norman acter work" and putting her
does not try to diminish the center stage, believably so.
Director William Kershner
significance of that claim.
Marlowe may rankle some mutes some of the action with

too-intimate blocking (both
women spend a lot of time up
right, in a corner of the
kitchen), but he has a feel for
the growing
emotional
momentum here. He has
coaxed from both actresses
what's called in funk music a
"groove." That is a compli
ment.
At one point in “Endgame"
Hamm tells Clov, "you're on
earth—there’s no cure for
that.” Except, he might have
added, a good dose of the
theater.

SHARON BRYAN

Beard and MFA student
Randy Watson, honorable
mention. The ceremony, which
is open to the public, will be
held in Liberal Arts 234.
Also this weekend, local
writers Bryan Di Salvatore
and Craig Holden will read
from their work as part of the
booming Second Wind series.
Di Salvatore is a frequent
contributor to the Missoulian
and the journal Northern
Lights. The free event is Sun
day at 7 p.m. in Forestry 305.

"The FREE Delivery People!"

Missoula Morth

Limited Delivery Area

549-5151
Missoula South

728-6960
FREE extra sauce and extra crust
FREE 30-minute delivery
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AN ASUM PROGRAMMING EVENT

DAVE WOPAT
Monday, April 28 at 8:00 pm
May 2,1986
U.M. University Theater

General Admission: $2.00,
Students: FREE

8:00 p.m.
$7.00 U.M. I.D.
$8.00 advance
$9.00 day of show
Tickets available at
Budget Tapes and Records (both locations)

Beer, Wine, Soft Drinks
and Hors-d'oeuvres available

Dave Wopat's musical style has been described as a “melding of
Dave Mason's rock energy with Dan Fogeiberg's sensitivity.**

and Women’s Resource Center
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Phonathon lacks volunteers
By Melody Perkins
Kaimin Reporter

The University of Montana
Foundation’s
fund-raising
phonathon begins April 28,
but still needs more volun
teers, the assistant director of
the Foundation said Thursday.
The Excellence Fund phonathan runs for 3.5 weeks,
Monie Smith said, but only
the first week has a full roster
of five-person teams. The
phonathon needs 90 teams,
but has only a quarter of the
needed number of volunteers,
she said.
The UM Foundation hopes
to raise $82,000 from alumni
donors, she said.
The phonathon is part of
the Foundation's 1985-86 Ex
cellence Fund drive, which
began last October. Smith
said the Foundation hopes to
raise a total of $275,000 for
"strictly academic-related pro
grams.”
The Foundation will use the
money to fund 12 programs
chosen by former UM Presi
dent Neil Bucklew.
The projects include:
•The Performing Arts Out
reach, which provides funds

for UM bands, choirs and or
chestras to tour the state.
•Facility planning, which in
cludes renovation work in
Main Hall and the Men's Gym,
and architectural planning of
a new Life Sciences Building.
•Academic scholarships for
UM students.
Excellence Fund money will
also go to: the night school
program, the marching band,
general education, the Mans
field Library, various alumni
programs, UM relations with
alumni and friends, outreach
money for the Admissions Of
fice, faculty development and
awards and the UM Founda
tion.
"No Excellence Fund money
is used for any athletic pro
gram," Smith said, and no
phonathon money will be do
nated to the Washington-Griz
zly stadium.
Student teams will use tele
phones set up in Turner Hall
to call alumni each evening,
Sunday through Thursday,
until May 20. Smith said.
Motivational prizes, including
gift certificates and movie
passes, will be awarded each
night to individuals raising the

most money or getting the
most pledges, she said.
At the end of the phon
athon, two $250 scholarships
will be given to the two indi
viduals who raise the most
money and secure the most
pledges, she said.
The team raising the most
money during the phonathon
will also receive a grand
prize. Although the Founda
tion has not decided what it
will be. Smith said. "I have
something up my sleeve that I
think will be pretty exciting,"
In the past, student volun
teers have primarily called
out-of-state alumni because
the Foundation conducts its
own phonathons in Missoula,
Great Falls, Helena and Bill
ings, Smith said.

This year the Foundation
did not organize in-state
phonathons so students will
also call Montana alumni, she
said.
Smith said the Foundation
dropped the in-state phon
athons this year because offi
cials were concerned donors

in Montana would confuse the
Excellence Fund with the
Capital Program, which is
raising money for the new
football stadium.

Also, the phonathans were a
"real drain on staff," she said.
Smith said she expects the
student phonathon to raise as
much money as last year’s
combined in-state and student
phonathons.

The students are "really
good on the telephone," she
said. Because the students
are so sincere, "they’re able
to get donations from alumni
who have never donated be
fore," she explained.

Smith said the university
system’s funding problems will
probably influence the dona
tions.
"I think people realize that
the University of Montana is
an outstanding institution and
for it to remain that way, it's
going to need private fund
ing," she said.

Benefit
to be held
Saturday
The second annual bene
fit for the Matthew Hansen
Endowment will be held
Saturday, April 26, at the
Fire Hall, 2100 Montana
Ave., East Missoula. The
event includes a chili feed
at 7 p.m. and a dance fea
turing the "Skanksters" at
9 p.m.
The endowment was es
tablished in 1984 in memo
ry of Matthew Hansen, a
UM history-honors gradu
ate who died of cancer that
year at the age of 23.
A $1,000 grant is
awarded each year for
projects studying the rela
tionship of Montana’s peo
ple to the land through his
torical research, wilderness
studies or creative writing.
The benefit is organized
annually by the friends of
Matthew Hansen and is the
final event for the Small
World Festival.
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BUTTERFLY HERBS
14th Anniversary Sale
Join us for a

CELEBRATION
Cake • Punch • Friends • Music
Zimbabwe Coffee

Dutch Chocolate

$595 lb.
Reg. $650
....... $595 lb.
Reg. S6SO

20% off
HUNGRY HOUR - FRIDAY 5 pm - 8 pm

Gift Items

FREE NACHOS - SPECIAL DRINK PRICES

Teas, Spices,
Cosmetics & Jewelry

DOWNSTAIRS

Saturday, April 26
10 am-6 pm

/

Mexkan Restaurant
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Downtown
232 N. Higgins
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FOUNO FomoJa Brack lab opproumalMy 2
f«an oM. no color. aMo com. cfm
and bock '<w Col 543-4827 or 2434855 BO-2______
Buck Aria logfcgftt r'® cover II
tound cad 243-1213
89-2____________

LOST

LOST Prtnea Comp Tanma Racket Orion
Conor Reward Offered 549-389?
89-2
LOST Plum to mtdb-cotored corduroy
airtoed com between Knowtot Moo and
1AH Cad 721-1271
BB-2____________

LOST LoAoo OgM-wotgM ioc*ot ofi «**w
odor Poawbty tod 01 triornational Fair
on Fn 4/18 m UC Poem contoma key
ermn «Mh large B" PleotO cad 728
4252 or leave ot U C Into Oook
89-2
FOUNO to Lecture Moll. Sot ol Keys. To
identity cd Bouny Deportment 5222
Could bo a voiks wagon key

89-2

Wanted* Two refined people. oadega stu
dents at least 20 years o< age for cook-

ANNUS NAMMU again accepting ap
plications tor kve-in Utiidcare positions in

FOR SALE

AUTOMOTIVE

tog and housekeeping et large Coeur
(TAMfM Lafc* iumro» hocw from op*
proMneiety June 1. until September 20.

the East
VM KAST-WIST NANNY
CONNCCTTON" since 1978 For informa-

DATA GENERAL one computer. 2S8K. 2

'S Dateun 200SX Good condition AM/FM
Cassette Snow tees 5 speed $1900
OBO 728-7866 Message 728-2191

1006 Separate bvtog Quarters provided
Only responsible and quaiiiied need

apply Salary 5750 per month Write Mrs
M.F Magnuson Box 469 Wallace ID
83873. Sending complete reeurne. experi
ence. qualifications

YOU AM >nu IN CONTROL....it yM
woo WPA't WANG word procoislng,
Now Hal ratal por projnl, 24 hours
by ad »onto appointment. Consultant
on But;. Til-2070. 005___________

Disk. External 5.25? Disk Drive. Internal
1200BAUO Modem. Carrying Case.
Brand New Phone: 543-4092 Alter 3
pm

quired Phone 822-4672

82-10

Radio TV prods and laatan student
with assess to spalpmtnl and exporlonso In commercial ffladnp noodod
tar Pracssa OhaaH 7244404.
80-4

uals included 51300
7372. 90-4

$10-5360 Y/eekty/Up Mailing circulars! No
quotas! Sincerely interested, rush self-ad
dressed envelope Success. P.O Box
470CER Woodstock 1160098
76-25

urday

Bates as low as 6.9% Full lino ol Chev
rolet* Call Harvey Hawkins In MT 1-800423-6531 or 862-2731 Tim Dowen Chev
rolet
87-6
Run lor Iho MonlPIRG Board ol Directors!
Gel your petition Irom iho new MomPIRG offico al 356 Corbin Hall or call

TYPING

243-2907 lor more into

80-2

30

Deadline April

______________

GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

UM

Available now al tho UC Books,oro

90-

_______

SINGLES, ages 30-55, (acuity

stall, stu

dents townies Want io meet tor future
stimulating conversallons
companion
ship. ond just plain ton? Gathering Io

Delivery

CALL 721-0611

PETS
Your pel is permitted on University

grounds only II il is on a leash and
under your physical restraint Dogs tound

8810__________________________

5350 value 5200 OBO 728-7866

For AH Your Typing Needs
251-3828
251-3904

tvpin<F

Evenings

Resumes with Results

243-6131 II you have any other ques
tions concerning lines, lost dogs, olc,
please call Iho Missoula City Animal

89-2

Pound al 721-7576.

110 E Broadway

ACUPUNCTURE
ACUPUNCTURE DETOX CENTER: NAOMI

LEV R.N. CA OFFERS DRUGS AND
ALCOHOL DETOX. SMOKE ENDING, RE
LIEF FROM HEADACHES. BACKACHES.

83-8

STRESS. PMS
2147
90-1

FOR RENT
TYPING papers, thesis. Specialty: Science

Reasonable rales
89-3

Highly responsible people who

Instead ol wondering where we all

are*

00-3_____________

pm 7pm-1ipm
11pm

Weekends:

7pm-

90-2

HELP WANTED

Ranch Hands needed tor callle/oullllting

ranch Experience pro,erred with terming
machinery Livestock and Irrigation. Send
lull resume/Ranch Hand. Sundance

Ranch. Ovando. MT 59854

87-4

1207

Mount,

721-

Sharon 728-6784
Walking Distance lo Universily

Furnished

KAYACKS. CANOES

studio includes all utililes Available
through Spring Quarter $220 Call 728-

love children to provide live-in child care
in Washington DC. area Minimum one

2621.

TRANSPORTATION

Tiled

82-2

Perception Kayaks-Dancer. Mirage ot Spirit
S575. Mad Rivor Explorer (Roynlex) Best

ol renting? Planning on going to

all around canoe tor Monlana Waters"
Regular $1,074 Special $999. 10% oil on
accessories with boat purchase Prices
good thru May 10 Trailhead 5436966
90-9

school lor the next 2-3 years? Why nol

Needed Ride to Ihe Foreign Service Oral
Exams In Seattle on May 20. Split Gas
Etc. Call 721-4020 before May 6.
89-2

invest your rent dollars. Nico, clean. 2
bedroom mobile home on bus route 3
miles Irom campus 55 5001-676-3243

Share ideas Meet April 30. 5:15 p.m..
Copper Commons, east ond under clock
Completely unollillatod Let» gel together

TROUBLED? Lonely? For private, com
pletely conlldenllal listening: Student
Walk-In Student Health Service Building.
Soulheasl entrance Weekdays 9am-5

90-1

90-3

MUST MU ,982 YAMAHA 650 Maxim Excollcnt Condition, many extras Call Lori.
721-8504 Evenings/Weekends 90-3

term papers, reports and letters
Arrow Secretariat, 542-0324

THE LOOK CO Is scanning ihe horizons
tor male and lemale models. No experi

lied up on campus will be considered al
large and will bo impounded II you have
JUST lost your dog on campus you may
leave a message tor the University Ani
mal Warden by calling Universily Security

8' X 35' Peerless Trailer, comolelely fur
nished JUST RIGHT FOR 1 PERSON
51500'Best
Oiler
Call
721-8504

81-33

90-5

728-

Wedding dress size 10 with matching hat.

SHAMROCK 5ECRCTARIAL SCRVICC5

Kaypro 10-CPM Call 1-642-3405 Rick
89-4
_____________________

screened Serious applicants tor best
placements, send resumes and pictures
to: Mrs. Barbara Kline, P.O. Box 15134,
Chow Chase. Maryland, 20815
90-1

WANTED TWO TOSRV TICKETS PLEASE

packs sleeping bags, fishing poles and
reels, camping equipment, pots and
pans, dishes, guitars and jewelry
Wood's Second Hands Store 5435896
67-8_____________________________

Typing all kinds; Tnes.s'Tables Macintosh
Some graphics Sandie 549-9449
87-8

87-4

yoar commitment travel oppor,unities.
Employers and their homes carefully

Free cookies

collect

IASI ACCWAYLVema Brown. 5433782
87-8__________________________

Computer Programmer lor small project on

NEEDED

WANTED TO BUY

'28-

MEN'S ANO ladies' hiking boots, back

Send lull resume io Guide. Sundance

ence is necessarily required tor Interview
(406)728-4406. 90-5

Duane

883____________

9267

Cologo Graduates Take advantage ol spe
cial GMAC Graduate Financing Plan

89-3

1973 PORSCHE 914 1 7 litre engine 80.000 miles Excellent running condition
Good lues II serious call 406-681-3131

Guide needed tor '86 season Must be pro
ficient a, lly fishing and elk hunting.
Ranch, Ovando. Monlana 59854

Software

HAPPY JACK'S PIZZA —$3 SO Friday. Sat

Spend year seeing DC. while earning

For Into, call (202) 966-0612 or write
4411 Davenport Street NW Washington
O.C 20016
89-2

YW

72
Bus Good condition Bed m bock,
Sun Root Musi sett $1100 728-6168

Include] Calcstar. Madmerge Wordstar
Proto Plan. The Word BASIC PASCAL.
KERMIT and MITE Emulators (All man

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Pod Manager needed June thru August
Apply to Town of Superior, Box 726. Su
perior MT 59872 Current WSf card re

5M_________________________________

90 4_______________________________

KAYPRO H Portable Computer

87-8

money. Neighbors each need loving, de
pendable NANNY: two happy children

PERSONALS

bon/appdeadon* send stamped salt-ad
dressed business envelope to Annie's
Nannies. 2003 Lester. Missoula. MT
5980, or call representative Natalie Mun
den at 549-8028 evenings and Sundays
APPLY CARLY!,
90.1

A SOLID
LEGAL
EDUCATION.
&.LAKE

STUDENT TANNING SPECIAL!
10 Sessions 82995

5 Sessions M6M
Lu Burton's Tanning Center

TAHOE.

New Beds and Lamps
T2MMQ - 2203 S. Higgins

Nevada School of Law, a division of Old
College in Reno, Nevada, offers you the chance

$3“ PIZZA
Friday & Saturday
5—10 p.m.

to haw both.

As a small, private law school in one of the
West’s most beautiful and progressive com

munities, Nevada School of Law provides quality

FREE DELIVERY TO U AREA

legal training that can open doors to any

Free Cookies
728-9267

HAPPY JACK’S

number of careers.

Please send me more infor

At Nevada School of Law. you can

mation about studying at the

choose a full- or part-time program. Excellent

Nevada School of Law

facilities, a quality faculty, small classes, and

individualized counseling provide a base for a solid

Name ______ ___________________________

legal education.

Our pizza is
great; Our
bear wet and
cold...
Your mother eats
here, so do as
you’re told!

Address

’

Clip and mail the coupon below. We’ll be

City

glad to send you more information about hitting

the books.

___________________

Stare___________ Zip____________________

Hitting the beach is up to you.
CollegeAJniversity

(Dlii (College
NEVADA SCHOOL OF LAW
401 Ufcst Second Street
Rrm\ Nevada 8950)
(iD2) 54S-776O

I
■

((Mb (College
Nevada School of Law

■

401 West Second Street

I

Reno, Nevada 89503

j
■
■

cn

J
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SAC_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Candidates
Continued from page 1.

Continued from page 1.

place one center staff mem
ber in charge of recruiting
and coordinating the volun
teers.
She hopes to combat the
center's traditional liberal
image, she said, by inviting
politcal moderates and con
servatives to work on the
projects.
She said the center needs
to deal with issues that direct
ly affect students, including
the new UM presidency and
Gramm-Rudman reductions.
Traditionally it has had a
“strong environmental focus,"
she said.
She wants to offer courses
and internships, which she
hopes will draw a broad
cross-section of students into
the organization.
For example, she said, jour
nalism and English students
could volunteer to work on
the Sentinel Peak Outlook, the
center's news publication, for
merly the Clark Fork Cur
rents.
McCrossin said the center
will publish the Sentinel Peak
Outlook only once, perhaps
twice, this school year be
cause replacing former editor
Brandal Glenn slowed produc
tion.
Next year, she said, the
Outlook will be published six
times. She said the experi
ence she and co-editor Molly
Matteson will gain by produc
ing this year's issues will
"make the process much eas
ier next year."
McCrossin said she is not
sure what the center's rela
tionship with ASUM execu
tives will be, but will discuss
the issue with Tuss next
week.
"I think there will be a spe
cial relationship between the
center and ASUM," she said,
"and it's up to Paul and me
to decide what that relation
ship should be this year."

his doctorate at Northwestern
University and a bachelor's
degree at Illinois State Univer
sity.
He was also on the faculty
at ISU for 11 years, the last
six as chairman of the depart
ment of economics.
In 1978 he became dean of
the Faculty of Arts and Sci
ences at Rhode Island College
before taking his present
position in 1980.
The final candidate, La
Tourette, will be in Missoula
starting May 12. He is now
vice president and provost at
Northern Illinois University.
He earned his bachelor's,
master's and doctoral degrees
in economics from Rutger's
University.
He has also worked as
chairman of the economics
department at State University
of New York at Binghamton,
and as vice provost for re
search and dean of the Grad

Correction
In Wednesday's edition the
Kaimin incorrectly reported
that the joint committee of the
University Teachers’ Union
and the Executive Committee
of the Faculty Senate support
eliminating state funding of
KUFM radio station. The com
mittee does not support this
idea.
Rather, the committee states
in its recommendations that
"the station may be the Uni
versity's single most important
service."

$3M PIZZA

Thirteen years of service.

uate College at Bowling Green
State University.
When the search committee
finishes its work it will recom
mend at least three finalists
from a pool of 72 applicants
to the Board of Regents, but
Brown said that she had "no
idea" when that would be.

Brower_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Continued from page 1.

Brower also chastised the
practice of spending billions
building weapons.

"Security has not improved
one iota inspite of all the
money we've spent on it,” he
said. “We're moving toward
the ultimate environmental
threat — war.
Brower cited the Carter ad
ministration's Global 2000 Re
port to predict what the envi
ronment would be like in that
year. The environment will not
be in any better shape than It
is today, he said.

Custom Silk Screening On

Hats,
nfT T-Shirts,
Jackets, Vinyl &

Other Printables
At Wholesale Prices
101 South 3rd West
Missoula. MT

ORDER SOFTBALL
UNIFORMS NOWI

728-5671

Ask about our guaranteed work. No

Behind the Trailhead

silk screen charge on bulk orders.

The UM YEARBOOK is now accept
ing applications for the following
positions:
•Editor
•Assistant Editor
•Business Manager
•Head Photographer
•Section Editors
•Advertising Sales
These are paid positions for the 1986-87 academic

I
I
I
I
I

$025
Godfather^ Pizza.
WcBdim

Jumbo 16" Thin Crust

or

Large 14" Original

—Single Toppingplus

Two 16 oz. Cokes
Expires

One Coupon per puto Vabd only on deliuery.

S A“J

721-FOOD
yZl-FOOD

corner of
South Higgins
& East Beckwith
721-2679

SPRING WINE SALE
Stop In and Check Out the

year. Applications are due May 2,1986 and can be

VALUES

picked up at the Yearbook Office, Room 006 Main-

Hall, School of Journalism Office, or the English
Department Office. Other non-paid staff positions
are available.

NEW BEERS — Smith & Riley, Gosser," Hansa,
Swiss Lowenbrau

Fri.-Sun.

7:00 and 9:15

Mon-Thurs. at 7:00 only
>
H

THE HIGHLANDS
GOLF CLUB

Friday & Saturday

5 — 10 p.m.
FREE DELIVERY TO U AREA

Free Cookies
728-9267

Brower added there are too ness is preserved, Brower
many people competing for said people should be think
space and resources today.
ing about how they want to
"We're overdrawing our life see the earth in 50 years.
support system very badly," People don’t have to overpop
he said. "We’re destroying our ulate it or deplete its re
renewable resources ability to sources, he said, but there
Five hundred thousand to should be goals.
"I don’t mind aiming high,”
two million species will be
gone, he said. "We will be he said. "It’s alright to aim at
losing a species of plant or the stars." Navigators aimed
animal every five to 20 at the stars throughout the
minutes," he added. “I think ages, he said, and made out
that’s about as unethical as well.
After setting goals, Brower
we could get."
Despite his dismal portrayal said people should not take
of the beating the environ steps that will keep the goals
ment is taking, Brower from being attained.
“Make sure your children
remains optimistic. He said he
thinks people are waking up and theirs will have as beauti
to the dangers of a rapidly ful an environment as you
reducing wilderness and are do,” he said. "We're the only
recognizing the value in pre people who can save it. If we
try harder we will suceed.
serving it.
In order to ensure wilder Let's do that.

STUDENTS $5.00 • TEE TIMES • 728-7360

HAPPY JACK’S
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THE 19th
INTERNATIONAL TOURNEE OF

OfiSOW
THE MOST HONORED
AND ENTERTAINING
COLLECTION OF
ANIMATION EVER!
Hanna Schygulla in SHEER MADNESS
CRYSTAL THEATRE

Mon-Thurs. 9:15 only -Separate Admission
515 S. Higgins 728-5748

